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Definition



Definition - Transfer learning in general



Transfer learning
- multi-task 
● Training with more task together or 

switching from one task to another per 
epoch

● Can substitute not enough data for only 
one task



Definition
● N-way-K-shot classification = each task includes N classes with K 

examples of each class for training
○ few-shot learning
○ one-shot learning
○ zero-shot learning
○ “Less Than One-Shot Learning”



Definition
● N-way-K-shot classification = each task includes N classes with K examples 

of each class



Transfer learning related to few shot learning



Siamese networks

= 0 if same cluster 
   1 otherwise



Siamese networks

= 0 if same cluster 
   1 otherwise



Siamese networks



Siamese network



---> 0 ---> m



Ways to go
● Prior knowledge about similarity: We learn embeddings in training tasks that 

tend to separate different classes even when they are unseen.
○ similar to Siamese networks

● Prior knowledge about learning: We use prior knowledge to constrain the 
learning algorithm to choose parameters that generalize well from few examples

● Prior knowledge of data: We exploit prior knowledge about the structure and 
variability of the data and this allows us to learn viable models from few examples.



Prior knowledge about similarity
● Based on idea of Siamese/Triplet networks



Matching network
4-way-1-shot  learning



Matching network



Prototypical Networks



Prototypical Networks



Relation Networks



Relation Networks
● The relationship is not captured by a simple L1 distance in the feature space, 

but predicted by a CNN classifier g. The relation score between a pair of 
inputs, xi and xj, is rij=gϕ([xi ,xj ]) where [.,.] is concatenation.

● The objective function is MSE loss instead of cross-entropy, because 
conceptually RN focuses more on predicting relation scores which is more like 
regression, rather than binary classification



Prior knowledge about learning
● Learning to initialize

○ MAML - Model-agnostic Meta-learning
○ learn good starting positions for optimization

● Learning to optimize
○ LSTM meta learner
○ models are able to faster optimization with only few examples



MAML
● The aim is to learn a general model that can easily be fine-tuned for many 

different tasks, even when the training data is scarce.
● Classic update of parameter



MSE or CE

MSE or CE



MAML



LSTM Meta-Learner
● Classic update param of NN ->
● LSTM:



LSTM Meta-Learner
● There is similarity between the gradient-based update in backpropagation and 

the cell-state update in LSTM.
○ f_t = 1
○ i_t = alpha_t

● Knowing a history of gradients benefits the gradient update
○ f_t = Neural network output - how much to forget the old value of parameters
○ i_t = Neural network output - learning rate at timestamp t





LSTM Meta-Learner



Using reinforcement learning
● Similar to LSTM - system learns how best to update the model parameters in unseen 

test tasks, based on experience gained from a diverse collection of training tasks.
● We  train  a Recurrent Neural Network controller to choose from a  list  of  primitive  

functions and apply to update rule (b, u_1, u_2)



SNAIL



Prior knowledge of data
● Data augmentation



Neural statistician
● takes as input a set of vectors and outputs a  vector  of  summary  statistics 

used for generative model  -  a  mean  and  variance specifying a Gaussian 
distribution in a latent space -> generate data



Analogies
● Data augmentation - based on analogy and intra-class variation



● Better loss function - update 
● Hallucinating additional examples 
● Standard approach





Definition - Transfer learning in general







Bonus
● ‘Less Than One’-Shot Learning: Learning N Classes From M<N Samples



Bonus
● kNN
● Soft labels
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